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About This Game

Peace Duke

From the peace of the Prince stole the Princess! Fight the army of Koschei and save his beloved! Shoot and throw bombs at
enemies. If it so happened that your hero was left without ammunition, then collect coins in order to spend them on the purchase

of the missing! There's no time to wait for the next adventure!

Game features:
- 4 different locations
- Variety of enemies

- Old school gameplay
- Pixel art graphics
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The Westport Independent has an interesting concept but it isn't backed up by its gameplay.

You are the editor of an independent paper and in 12 weeks the loyalist government will shut you down and enstate their own
propaganda newspapers. What you must do is choose which articles are printed each week and which of your writers will write
them. You can choose the headline of each article and delete any paragraphs in the articles. After a few in game weeks you also
get to choose which articles get the front page and how much of your marketing budget to put into the four areas of the country.
This is very simple and it basically tells you where to put your money. Moreover, there are only 2 headlines to pick for each
article and a maximum of 4 paragraphs to censor.
Each member of your group has a name and a sliver of a backstory, with information about whether they support the rebels of
the loyalists. They also each have a comfort meter which will decrease if you force them to write articles they disagree with.

You really have to make your own goals in this game. You choose whether to publish articles about celebrities, industry or
articles that praise or disparage the government. Each article you chose will affect your paper's popularity, the government's
suspicion of you and the public's opinion on the rebels and the loyalists.

My problem with the game stems from the fact that there is no objective, no goals to reach for. You have to set your own. Do
you want the public to support the rebels or the government, or will you focus on celeb gossip to sell papers. Normally I enjoy
games where you make your own fun but there was little motivation to do anything in The Westport Independent. Personally I
found it easy to sell papers as long as you put a bit of everything in and by the end my government suspision was ridiculously
high with no negative effects apart from a few letters warning me not to badmouth the loyalists.
 Your staff members can also be taken out by government officials if they write too much rebel propaganda but I found it hard
to care as they have only barebones backstories and barely any personality. On top of that they're literally faceless, only being
presented in silouhette. They do chat amongst each other in between levels but nothing really separated the characters other than
two liked the loyalists and two liked the rebels. On that note, I found it hard to care for the paper as well. Sure I wanted it to do
well but only because then there'd be no more levels to play. As for the rebels and the government I think the game needs to be
less black and white and have a few more gray areas. In all the articles the government is clearly shown as evil and despotic or
the paragon of kindness, should you choose the other headline. There's no middle ground and it makes it hard to want to support
them in any way.

I gather that the point of the game is to make you endure the struggles of censorship in a world where your government is truly
evil but the game fails to make this difficult and therefore it lacks impact. I managed to come up with a paper that was popular
all over the country with litle government interference while disparaging them every chance I got.

The game ends very anticlimactically. You get a written description of what's now happening in each district of the country but
it doesn't feel like anything has been achieved. This is a consequence of the lack of any objectives.

The game isn't all bad though. It's short and has a decent bit of music in.. I don't get it. After 2 or 3 beard shaves I lose
everytime. The shaver isn't precise and the scissors cut out everywhere they are placed. How to you do the inside designs when
you have no tools to do it?

Free but not worth the effort. I love this game! I hope it gets updated with more jobs!. The VR for Battle Fleet 2 is amazing. It
would be nice to see more added to the game. like Marines assaulting the beach or transit times for airplanes in flight. I didn't
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think i'd have so much fun with this game. I got it in the complete pack in promo and with 205 levels for just this game, it's
really worth the price !!!. I've really enjoyed my initial play of PAKO - Car Chase Simulator and have a full video review giving
my thoughts below. Haven't had the chance to try the multiplayer as yet but otherwise found this a great little game, would
happily recommend.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOH3SwotuX8. The game is kind of unstable, but it does show alot of potential. I
recommend checking this out, but be warned, this game WILL crash. Be careful about that!. Nomad Fleet is a labor of love by
one developer who has a passion for science fiction and strategy games. Playing through the campaign everything feels familiar
- like coming back to an old book you read in you youth.
There's not much to the story. But then again, does there need to be? We all bought this game because we loved the older 3D
RTS that sadly don't make much of an appearance any more. We bought this game to remind us of our favorite scifi universes -
B5, BSG, Farscape, etc...

We are all here because this game is both comfortable and comforting. All at once a familiar blend of your favorite scifi games,
shows, books, and movies while still being it's own game. And for a price of $15? No need to wait for a sale. Every dollar spent
was worth it,

In your humble reviewers opinion.

Edited for typos.. like doctor who. Off to a great start! Love the platforming aspect of the first episode
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well its pretty awful since it wont download. This is a great game, at least for those who have experienced Jewel Quest or its
similar rivals (such as Bejeweled). Great background story, and the Match-3 games are decent.. Nimbus is a fun little time-killer
that'll get the blood pumping for any time trial enthusiasts. It's easy to pick up, but difficult to master, especially when it comes
to the various objects that populate the levels.. if you like tanks like me, you'll love this game. if your sick of the stupid trend on
hyper realism then you'll love it even more! but there is no multiplayer sadly but the campaign and gameplay is worth more than
it costs.. Game is playable, unlike a lot of garbage, but is boring.
Nothing like trailer.
Feels like GameGuru (almost), but was made on Unity...

Supposed to feature Multiplayer, but I doubt anyone will get a match, unless have an appointment with a friend.. If you're a fan
of Monopoly, you will enjoy this very much. It's cheaper than monopoly and it feels the exact same. The developers are fixing
bugs that get spotted real quick and are very helpful.
They are coming out with custom maps soon so this will just make it double fun as before.
100% recommended any day.

Best with friends (ruins friendships) :).. Great game! Tales of Escape is a puzzle game and a very entertaining one. The game
mechanics are intuitive and combined intelligently to create very interesting levels.
I have not finished the game yet but the difficulty is well-balanced so far (which is the most important thing to create a GREAT
puzzle game in my opinion!)
Special note : the soundtrack is very cool :D

Rating : 89%. Holly crap the game just stops in the middle of play. The end... Game is not finished dont buy.... Gotta be honest,
one of my dreams is to be a cool pirate, so this game is something i was bound to enjoy.
It is a mix of many activities a pirate can take, be fighting other pirates (either by shooting cannonbals in their faces or boarding
their silly ships) and stealing their money, or governing your own pirate island, where you can buy resources, find a crew and
buy new ships.

As many early acess games, this one still doesn't have all the features we would hope, but i see a lot of potential and future cool
stuff we'll be able to do. Also, hands down this game have a beautiful art style that gives the ocean ocean life a very vivid and
dreamy feel.

I recommend you folks get this game and keep an eye on it, i'm sure you'll enjoy it
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